The Maya World Tree

In Mesoamerican theology, the sacred World Tree stands in the centre of the world, vertically
connecting three horizontal levels – namely, the heavens above, the earth in the middle and the
underworld below. It has its roots embedded deep in the underworld, with its trunk straight and sturdy
in the earthly realm and its branches high up in the heavens diverging into the four cardinal directions.
Each direction has a colour - east is red, west is black, north is white and south is yellow [1]. The trunk
is situated in the centre and has the colour green [2], or blue-green [3]. When viewed from above, this
ancient pattern – known as a quincunx – forms a cross that has four directional points and a centre
point.
In Maya mythology, everything originally sprouted and emanated from the World Tree. It is the original
source – the Tree of Life. The World Tree allowed human souls to come to be. This is symbolised by the
white flowers of the majestic Ceiba tree still found in Central America today. The physical bodies that
human souls reside in allow them to pass through this life here on earth. All souls come from one of the
four cardinal directions, defining not only their characteristics and personality traits, but also their
general destiny.
After death, souls would journey along the roots of the World Tree to the Maya underworld, known as
Xibalba, a place of fear, decay and disease [4]. Here, they would be challenged and tested for some
time before they could reach a place of eternal rest in the afterlife (although some would have to remain
behind for an eternity). This process, according to mythology, was unavoidable. All souls would have
to make this journey, except for children who died in infancy and adults who unexpectedly experienced
sudden or violent deaths. Maya ancestors could use the same route back along the roots of the World
Tree to visit the living on special occasions, since the roots are portals from – and to – the underworld.
The underworld had nine gradually descending levels occupied and presided over by various Lords of
Death [5]. However, unlike the Western concept of hell, the Maya underworld is also a symbol of being
a primordial source – the roots of the World Tree grow from the underworld. All three levels – the
underworld, the earth and the heavens – remain connected to each other through the World Tree which
is a conduit of communication between the supernatural worlds and the earthly plane.
In Maya cosmology, there were originally just two realms, i.e. the heavens and the underworld. But at a
certain date in time, the creator gods, known as Heart of Sky and Heart of Earth, made a decision to
raise the sky and create the physical earthly realm in-between [6], setting the ground for souls to be
able to experience this intermediate world. At the foot of the World Tree, a crocodile or water turtle is
usually depicted, symbolising the surfacing of land out of the primordial waters.
The World Tree is the central pillar holding up the sky, while the four cardinal directions that the tree
branches out into are considered to be additional pillars – and so there are five pillars supporting the
sky, with the World Tree being in the centre. (To visualise this from above, think of the side of a
throwing dice or a domino chip that has five dots or pips on it.)
The Long Count calendar of the classic Maya civilisation measures each of its world ages – known as
Great Cycles – as having a duration of 5,125 (Gregorian) years. According to many Maya timekeepers

and scholars, four Great Cycles have been completed so far, with the fourth one having ended at the
end of 2012. Each one of these world ages had a direction in line with one of the four cardinal
directions, but the (current, new) Fifth World is positioned in the centre [3]. As we already know, the
Maya World Tree symbolises the centre, where everything comes from and where everything returns
to.
In Maya mythology, the world was destroyed or partially destroyed during or after the end of each
Great Cycle – and before a new one was created [7]. Another interpretation was that the sky of the old
era would descend at its end (the sky would “fall,” because the pillars holding it up would be
destroyed) and that a new one would be raised afterwards; however, for the new sky to be raised,
sacrifice had to be made [8][9][10].
Outside Maya circles, these concepts gave rise to a huge amount of cataclysmic predictions and
prophecies about the literal end of the world, but the above symbolism was not necessarily meant to be
taken completely literally. Symbolically speaking, there would be huge societal and cultural changes
each time that there is a transition between Great Cycles.
History has, in fact, proven the Maya to be very accurate in forecasting some events. These predictions
generally refer to energetic shifts affecting the human mind and consciousness, which then result in
societal and cultural changes – while they could sometimes also manifest as physical, earthly changes.
Ancient history, biblical scriptures and the mythology of many civilisations point to great
environmental cataclysms that had occurred in ancient time, and when consulting actual time frames it
would seem that some of them might, indeed, have happened at the end of previous Great Cycles. Such
events cannot, therefore, be ruled out today either, especially considering the obvious ongoing effects
of global environmental destruction and climate change (whether man-made or natural).
Evolution expanded during the four previous worlds into a different cardinal direction each time with
each age representing the energetic characteristics of its direction. The elements of Water, Earth, Air
and Fire have all been passed through. The current Great Cycle, the one that only just recently started
(post-2012), is said to contain the element of Ether, and this energy will grow gradually over time.
As stated before, the new energy flow is towards the symbolic centre during the Fifth World. This
would eventually lead to a harmonisation [11] and a balancing of the previous evolutionary
movements, reaching a blend of the four previous energies with a new one – Ether – added to the mix.
What this would mean [12] in reality would have to be experienced over time to know, but according to
wise Maya spiritual leaders and the prophecies of indigenous groups in the Americas – such as the
Hopis and the Mayans – we are meant to be co-creators during this process in line with our personal
energetic traits and characteristics (as defined by Maya cosmology [13]).
This could be extrapolated upon by suggesting that, in order to be active participants, we would need to
get to know ourselves much better (for details, please see: The Keys to Conscious Co-Creation); the
reason being is that during this new world age everything will be returning to its own unique core. This
is where the connection to the metaphysical Universal Centre resides – and that would also be relevant
to us – and so, we humans will be prompted to return to our core-Selves, too.

There are two aspects to this new paradigm. First, the universe is naturally facilitating this movement
by our entering of the Fifth World which is energetically situated in the centre of the metaphysical
World Tree – which means that this is increasingly the very nature of the times in which we currently
live. Second, the expectation of people being co-creators means that we can meet the universe halfway
during this process. We can actively engage in knowing ourselves better through introspection and
reflection, combined with acknowledgment and correction, which would guide us to act in accordance
with our authentic higher-Selves.
There will, inevitably, have to be some personal sacrifices along the way, and the most difficult of these
would be the hardest sacrifice of all – namely, sacrificing the vanity of the ego [8] and replacing that
with humility. By doing so, we would open the door for the return of a part of our consciousness that
we have lost – the consciousness of that which is sacred [14]. Returning to this lost consciousness can
ultimately lead us back to reconnecting, and being in harmony, with the original Source of Life – the
Universal Centre and the Tree of Life – which connects all centres with each other and connects them
with Itself.
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Additional notes: The concept of the Maya underworld is compatible with the Jungian concept of the
Collective Unconscious, which underlies all individual consciousness. In a Jungian sense, the
underworld is equivalent to the subconscious (also known as the unconscious), the earthly plane could
be considered everyday consciousness, and the heavens would relate to having arrived at higher levels
of awareness and consciousness.
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